The Palestinian refugees deception

In the last hundred years, the world has witnessed many large refugee tragedies. Because of war or natural disasters, millions of people have fled their homes and settled down in other places in their country, or in other countries. Most of these refugees could not return to their place of origin. However, there is one group of refugees who placed themselves in a unique position - the Palestinians.

The graph shows "all of the Palestinian refugees", and not only those that are registered with UNRWA.

Look at the graph showing the number of refugees (in millions) from some of the major conflicts in the world in the last 75 years. Do you see any abnormality?

What is it that makes Arabs, who fled the Jewish part of Palestine in 1948, so different from all the other refugees in the world?
The deception

Definition

The usual definition of a refugee is a person who has fled from his habitual residence or country because of war, persecution or natural disasters. For the Palestinians it is a completely different definition. Here you will be regarded as a "Palestinian refugee" if you were a migrant worker in western Palestine, a nomad Bedouin passing in the area, genetically related to a "Palestinian refugee" or poor Arab who needed food stamps from the United Nations relief organization.

The cause of the conflict

Most refugees in the world are trapped in a conflict situation, which they did not cause. The Palestinians have started the war against their Jewish neighbours in 1947 with the intention to annihilate all Jews in the area.

The cause of the escape

In most other conflicts, people have been attacked, chased or scared away from their homes. Most Palestinians who fled, done so for tactical reasons and lack of attachment to the land. Others were influenced by the Arab requests and pressure, and/or by unfounded fear. Those who did not flee enjoy good life in Israel today.

Host countries

Many countries around the world accept refugees. If these can not be returned to their homeland, they are helped to settle down in the countries they have come to. Or they are sent to other countries where they can live. Palestinians who have fled to neighbouring Arab countries came to countries where they had relatives and friends. Countries with the same people, language and culture. Nevertheless, they were put in refugee camps and were not allowed to integrate into society.

Habitual residence condition

Most refugees in the world live in temporary refugee camps, often in tents or other temporary constructions. The "Palestinians refugees" are living in houses in villages and towns that are often been called "refugee camps", just to justified the fake refugee-status of their residents.
The time it takes to find a new home

In the past 75 years, over 100 million people have fled their homeland. Most of them found a new home in other countries. Depending on the conflict situation and the host country, it takes often from 1 to 5 years before the refugees find a new permanent home. For some refugees it can take up to 10 years to settle down. The "Palestinian refugees", with international support, do not want to find a new home, and after 65 years, they still insist on retaining their refugee status.

Who wants to be a refugee?

Most refugees in the world do not want to be refugees, and they are trying to settle down in the countries they fled to. For the Palestinians it is an honour to have a refugee status, and they do what they can to maintain this status and to transfer it to their children.

Number of refugees

Approx. 12 million Germans who fled after the Second World War, and approx. 12 million Hindus and Pakistanis who fled the conflict in 1947 found a new home in a few years. Also the 900 000 Jews that escaped from Arab countries settled down in Israel (and other countries) and lost their refugee status after a few years. Most of the approx. half a million Arabs who fled for 65 years ago is now dead of old age. Of those still living, only a few thousands can be considered real refugees. Nevertheless, the theoretical number of "Palestinian refugees" increases dramatically, and the "Palestinian friends" are counting over 7 million of them in today (UNRWA states that "only" 5 million of them are registered). This is a record growth of more than 1400 percent! In about 30 years from now, long after the last refugee is dead and buried, there will be over 11 million "Palestinian refugees".

Money

Millions of people who are/were real refugees in the past 75 years did not get any (or got little) international help. The UN refugee agency UNHCR has approx. 7685 employees and helps today approx. 33.9 million refugees. A separate UN agency for "Palestinian refugees" only (UNRWA) has an annual budget (2011) of 1.23 billion USD (1.230.000.000), and has some 30.000 employees. Palestinians have been accustomed to live as beggars and it doesn't look like they want to change that.

Behaviour

Tamils, Iraqis and Sudanese refugees, living in host countries, behaves usually as law-abiding citizens. Many of the "Palestinian refugees" around the world, on the other hand, spend much of their resources to support, plan or carry out terrorist attacks against civilians in Israel and in the host countries.
**Legal prosecution**

Some asylum seekers and refugees are been investigated in a few countries for war crimes. If found guilty, they are punished and/or extradited to their homeland to serve the sentence. The "Palestinian refugees" however, in most countries of the world, are not investigated or prosecuted for supporting terror activities, or war crimes.

**Life expectancy**

While the life expectancy of people in the Arab countries is about 74 years, the "Palestinian refugees" live apparently FOREVER (see the graph). This may be a possible explanation for the large increase in the number of such "refugees" over the years.

**Racism**

Only Arabs (mostly Muslims) and their descendants were considered refugees by the UN agency, after the 1948 war. The Jews who were driven out of Arab countries were never considered by the UN as refugees. Even the Jews, who have fled from their homes in Jerusalem and Kfar-Etzion in Palestine, and their children, were never registered by the United Nations as refugees.

**Questions**

What could be the reason that a small group of refugees who have escaped from a war 65 years ago are still being discussed almost daily in the media worldwide?

What could be the reason that the "Palestinian refugee problem" only increases in magnitude over the years, while other, much larger refugee problems, are solved in a natural way?

How can it be explained that the UN and the Arab countries support and still maintain this fabricated "problem" for 65 years?

Why do so many countries (include Norway) spend millions of dollars each year on a fake refugees instead of the millions of real refugees who need help?

Why hardly anybody shouting that the king is naked - there is no "Palestinian refugee problem"?
The answer

The answer is simple, known for many years, and the Palestinians are not even trying to hide it - the "Palestinian refugee problem" is only a weapon that they use in order to destroy the state of Israel! This has nothing to do with refugees, only a hatred and a desire to kill and drive out all of the six million Jews who live in the area.

The Arabs have developed this refugee deception after all attempts to destroy the Jewish state in a "traditional" wars and terror failed. The demand that the "refugees" must have the "right of return" means that millions of Arabs can settle down in Israel and thus forcing Jews out of the country. Therefore, the Palestinian leaders insist also that all the "7 million refugees" must not settle in the Palestinian territories in the West Bank, Gaza and Jordan, but only in the territory of Israel.

The Arab countries support this battle to liberate what they call the "holy Muslim land". Behind this front, there is a long tradition of anti-Semitism and persecution of Jews. Western countries and organizations that support the Arabs in this do it for several reasons: They may not understand the consequences of the Arab demands and actions. They try to satisfy the Arabs in order to reach political and financial gain. And/or they are affected by the growing anti-Semitism in Norway and the rest of Europe.

The solution

The solution to the "problem" / deception is simple - end the special treatment of the Palestinians. The refugees still living need to be integrated in the countries they live in. The special definition of who is a Palestinian refugee must be repealed, and the prevailing international definition for refugees must apply to all. The UN agency for Palestinians refugees (only) UNRWA must be closed, and other organizations must stop their special aid-programs to the so-called "Palestinian refugees".